
UNICEF is supplying  
much-needed support to 
malnourished young Somali 
refugees arriving at Kenya’s 
Dadaab refugee camps
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A challenging concept
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Multicultural mash-up
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Choosing the right coach

● resilience
● generosity and tolerance
● good containment, for self and for client’s ‘stuff’
● high compassion for the client’s environment – it may be dangerous, not just stressful
● ability to hear and handle traumatic stories from the client
● ability to build rapid rapport
● ability to judge appropriate flexibility around time boundaries and reasons for 
cancelling, yet still hold clients to account
● cultural stereotyping when coach-client matching, both by similar and different 
cultures alike
● cultural commonality – meaningful experiences that give the coach more credibility 
with the client
● how culturally similar your supervisor is to you

Young boys collecting water in 
Nairobi, Kenya. Clean water is 
becoming harder to find in Africa
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Shoulder to shoulder
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Top tips on how to coach multiculturally

● Work shoulder to shoulder with the client
● Ask what do we need to understand about each other’s cultures for the coaching work to 
be successful?
● Enquire about cultural assumptions, ‘baggage’ and internal conflict
● Ask about cultural stereotypes – on both sides
● Don’t seek to diminish difference
● Treat everyone as unique, however much you know about their culture
● Ask how many cultures might be in play for the client
● Hold the tension around individuality and human universality
● Identify what we don’t recognise about their own culture – especially if coming from the 
‘dominant’ culture 
● Explore how the client’s cultural experiences inform their leadership behaviours  
and choices
● When working trans-culturally, all coaching is group coaching, even if there are only two 
people in the room
● When contracting, explore issues such as timekeeping and boundaries, in cultural terms
● Remember, in some cultures it’s not acceptable to sit alone in a room, talking to a 
stranger (particularly if they are of the opposite sex)
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Conclusion
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